in the summer," he says. "We want to be sure that the herbicides we use will not adversely affect our new spring growth. We want our grasses well established before the normal stresses of the summer build.

The solution
During the spring prior to the first tournament in 1996, Wilson investigated several herbicides. To allow freshly seeded grasses to grow, it was necessary to delay using pre-emergent herbicides until late May.

One of the products Wilson evaluated was Dimension herbicide (dithiopyr), which is labeled for pre- and post-emergent crabgrass control. Wilson split the Dimension herbicide applications to capitalize on its pre- and post-emergent activity and further extend its residual control.

The first application went down in late May, followed by a second application in early June.

Outcome
"Following the split applications, the course remained crabgrass- and goosegrass-free for the full season, and we did not experience any phytotoxicity, even on the newly sodded or reseeded areas," Wilson says. "We applied Dimension at half-label rates in late May, and then again the first week of June. We apply the product this way each year after we reseed or resod in the spring."

Wilson says the course hasn't experienced any weed invasions since he began using the herbicide.

"Because so many people around the world watch the play at a major event, we had to be sure our course was in pristine shape," he adds.
TurfGrass Trends delivers...

...practical turfgrass management information you can use today, from the #1 research digest for turf managers. Begin your subscription right here, and see what you've been missing! Each issue is written by field experts, and includes leading-edge research and timely information for practical, proven answers to your turfgrass challenges.

- disease management
- nutrients
- insect management
- genetic improvement
- irrigation
- weed management
- so much more in every issue!

"...helpful and informative. I believe this is a very valuable publication, especially as we all work to protect the environment."

Dr. Terrance P. Riordan
Turfgrass Plant Breeder
University of Nebraska
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<td>01 10 Daily Fee/Public</td>
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<td>02 20 Semi-Private</td>
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<td>03 30 Private</td>
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<td>04 40 Resort</td>
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<td>25 C $750,001-$1 Million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 D $500,001-$750,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 E $300,001-$500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 F $150,001-$300,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 G Less than $150,000</td>
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4. If you work for a golf course, how many holes are on your course?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Holes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 36+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34 Other (please specify)</td>
</tr>
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</table>
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Want a new source for pest information?

www.pestfacts.org

Termites, cockroaches, rodents, even poison ivy and other nasty weeds. They're all pests, which means they can cause real problems that pose health and safety risks to children and adults. The good news is now you've got the Pest Facts Information Center at www.pestfacts.org. It’s a handy resource discussing the problems caused by pests, as well as the safe and responsible use of urban pesticides and related issues. So don't just sit there...log on.
Like Pebble Beach Golf Links with its wind and Muirfield Village GC with its narrow fairways, most golf courses can boast landscapes that provide golfers with specific challenges. But from coast to coast, one particular challenge is common to all courses — trees.

These living hazards can bedevil the game of even the best golfers. They add to the difficult play of a course, enticing golfers to try to beat the terrain. Trees are such an important part of courses that thousands of dollars are spent to install and maintain them.

"The best way for a superintendent to protect the hefty investment made in trees is to establish a routine maintenance program," says Mark Jackson, golf account manager for The Davey Tree Expert Co. in Stow, Ohio. "In particular, pruning is essential to ensure the health and safety of trees. When done correctly, pruning can prevent accidents and prolong the life of your trees."

Regular pruning is essential in maintaining tree health. It removes decaying branches, which are potential breeding sites for insects and disease. Pruning also helps prevent the spread of decay to healthy wood.

While preventing insect and disease infestations, pruning also helps ease the effects of harsh weather. Pruned trees allow heavy winds to blow through their canopies. By reducing wind resistance, pruning can stave off limb breaks, which can pose danger to courses and players.

Maintenance pruning of most shade trees can be done anytime. Severe pruning, however, should be done in late winter or early spring before new growth begins. "Proper pruning can create good structural characteristics in a tree," says Jackson, who served as a superintendent for 20 years before coming to Davey Tree.

**Types of pruning**

Proper pruning is also known as thinning, the method of removing branches at their point of attachment to the trunk or another branch of sufficient size. This eliminates unhealthy and unsightly stubs, resulting in an airy, natural appearance.

There are five general classes of pruning:

- **Aesthetic or fine pruning:** Undesirable branches that measure more than 1/2 inch in diameter are removed. This includes selective thinning to lessen wind resistance.
- **Maintenance or standard pruning:** Undesirable branches more than 1 inch in diameter are removed.
- **Hazard reduction pruning:** Recommended where safety considerations are paramount, this type calls for the removal of branches more than 2 inches in diameter.
- **Crown reduction pruning** (also known as natural or drop-crotch pruning): The height or the spread of the canopy is reduced to promote continued growth and health.
- **Crown raising:** Lower branches are removed in order to provide clearance.

**Danger of topping**

As much as trees are helped by pruning, they are equally hurt by the process known as topping, the indiscriminate removal of a tree's main branches. It is disfiguring and results in stubs.

Wounds caused by topping do not readily close and accelerate internal decay.

In addition, topping can starve a tree. By removing so much of the crown, an older tree's crown-to-root ratio is upset, which interferes with the plant's ability to manufacture sufficient food.

Topping is intended to control the height of the tree, but it has the opposite effect. The sprouts after topping are more numerous than natural new growth. In addition, they elongate so quickly that the tree returns to its original height in a short time. This creates a far more dense and dangerous crown.

"Trees are a necessary part of any course," Jackson says. "Healthy trees translate into a healthy course, which appeals to everyone from golfers to superintendents."

The author of this story, Jami Pfirrman, is a communications specialist at The Davey Tree Expert Co. in Stow, Ohio.
While golf is perhaps the most unpredictable game ever invented, Jacobsen's legendary cutting reels, blades and attachments are, without question, the game's most consistent. Year after year, innovation after innovation, we set the stage for golf's greatest moments.

AT 4:30 AM,

WHEN THE WIND'S BLOWING JUST RIGHT, YOU CAN HEAR THE GREENS COMMITTEE SNORING.

While you're getting an early start on the greens, it might only seem like no one is watching. But, as sure as the sun will rise, so will eyebrows, if the course isn't just right. And you know golfers, if things don't go their way, they often look for excuses. A luxury you do not have. For over 75 years, Jacobsen has led the industry in cutting technology. (Which, in part, has protected superintendents from pointing fingers.) Complaints like "slick greens" you can live with, if not revel in. But when golfers start missing putts on bumpy greens, they have a legitimate gripe. Our history of innovations includes the legendary Turf Groomer®. It helps create healthier, faster greens that roll true, day in and day out, which means golfers will have no one to blame but themselves for missing putts. For more information or the nearest dealer, call 1-888-922-TURF or visit www.ttcsp.textron.com.
Isn't it about time you joined us?

Members nationwide agree: PGMS is the greatest professional networking opportunity for grounds professionals.

What are you waiting for?

For more information about beginning your membership, call us at 410-584-9754, or fill out the form to the left and mail today. You’ll be glad you did!
The Company Line

Soil amendment
Advanced Water Management offers Hydrozone, a permanent, water-absorbing soil amendment engineered to absorb a maximum of 30 to 40 times its weight in water, releasing it to the plants as needed. Hydrozone absorbs and retains fertilizers and is less affected by salts. It helps conserve water and improves turf performance, especially in drought conditions and isolated dry spots, according to the company.

Because Hydrozone increases the water-holding capacity in the root zone, there are more roots, better establishment of sod and less firing (yellowing). For more information, contact 877-994-3494 or CIRCLE NO. 200

Protective wear
Radians Inc. offers safety eyewear that incorporates hearing protection as well. The product features distortion-free polycarbonate lenses that are anti-scratch, anti-static, anti-UV and anti-fog. The reusable Jelli earplugs provide comfort. The adjustable temples and wrap-around styling conform to different face shapes and sizes. For more information, contact 877-RADIANS, www.radians.com or CIRCLE NO. 203

Woods, irons washer
SGD introduces Range Boss Green and Club Washer, which allows customers to clean woods and irons thoroughly and effortlessly. Four brushes surround the club head for fast and easy cleaning. The washer has an easy-lock lid for fast removal of dirty water and sludge and for quick refll. It has a 6-gallon capacity and is made of polymer-based material.

For more information, contact 330-2239-2828, www.sgdgolf or CIRCLE NO. 201
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Tour Golf Yardage Products

Granite stones blasted and delivered in three weeks!

Save
• Sprinkler Tags in stock for all Sprinkler Systems
• Granite signs & stones
• Hazard stakes & rakes
• Yardage Books in 3-D!

1-800-383-9737

ProMark

Yardage Markers For:
• Fairways
• Tees
• Cart Paths
• Quick Couplers

4 year replacement warranty
No minimum purchase
Customized requests our specialty
Excellent Customer Service and Satisfaction!
Since 1990
800-552-3485
Fax: 785-227-9998
www.yardagemarkers.com

ACCU-GAGE®

For Precision Mowing
Best Price
Best Quality
Best Warranty

• Available in 15", 18", and 24" bars
• Available in English, Metric or Digital

Accu-Products Int'l
(800) 293-2112 • (734) 429-9571
or Fax (734) 429-3985
www.accuproducts.com

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Turfgrass Management
On-line Certificate
Our World Campus offering gives busy turf professionals anytime, anywhere access to this world-renowned Penn State program.

For complete, up-to-date information or to register, visit our Web site at:
www.worldcampus.psu.edu or call 1-800-252-3592 (within the U.S.)

Penn State is committed to affirmative action, equal opportunity, and the diversity of its workforce.

For Customer Service or Subscription Information, Call 1-888-527-7008

PennState

Turfgrass Management
On-line Certificate
Our World Campus offering gives busy turf professionals anytime, anywhere access to this world-renowned Penn State program.

For complete, up-to-date information or to register, visit our Web site at:
www.worldcampus.psu.edu or call 1-800-252-3592 (within the U.S.)

Penn State is committed to affirmative action, equal opportunity, and the diversity of its workforce.

For Customer Service or Subscription Information, Call 1-888-527-7008

SEEDLAND.COM

Lawn & Turfgrass Seeds
Grasses for warm, cool & transition zones.

(888) 820-2080
www.Golfways.com